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VECTOR FIELDS AND DIFFERENTIAL FORMS ON PREMANIFOLDS

Preliminaries
In the papers [l] and [2] the author introduced the concept of a real premanifold and of a complex premanifold. We recall these concepts. Let K -R when we say about a real premanifold and K -C -371 - A premanifold M such that for some natural n every point p has an n-dimensional local vector base for M defined in some neighbourhood of p is called an n-dimensional premanifold. For any a € K n we write a = (a^ ,. . . , a 11 ).
Theorem 4.1. For any n-dimensional local vector base (e^ ,. .. ,e^) we have a diffeomorphism (7) dp,a) h-a l e.(p)): M^xK 11 -(TM) 1 V where e.: MTT -TM, i = 1,... ,n. l U . Proof.
Let us set e(p,a) = a e^p) for peU, aeK . We have then 7rMCe(p,a)) -p. Thus, (a ° JT^ o e) (p,a) = a(p) and (d«o e)(p,a)= -e(p,a)(a) -a'e.tpHc*) -a X (3 oc)(p) for (p,a) e TJxK n . So, the i e. l mapping (7) is smooth. Similarly, we check that the inverse mapping is smooth. Q.E.D.
As a corollary we get Corollary 4.2. The tangent bundle of any n-dimensional premanifold is locally trivial.
